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ABSTRACT
Janyce E. Langlot of Veradale Washington, Brad J. Beck of
Greenacres Washington, Sylvia M. McCready of Tukwila Washington
and Arcadia, Pasadena and Glendale California, Los Angeles County
are a context of grievous Human and Civil Rights violations with
Hate Crimes - relentless, combative and incorrigible.
With all resources, resourcefulness denied, proximity at local
definition is hostile of stimuli: priori of conspiracy and at
where physical, mental and emotional health is unmercifully
oppressed of Life, Liberty, Property;attacking freedom of speech,
religion and a pursuit of happiness with an unwavering
suppression that includes multiple life-threatening physical
attacks, a 1000 contacts with PD with me as a target, I was
placed on disability from this cause. After holding multiple jobs
at interim, fired constantly, the Psychiatrist in San Marino in
1989 is in a data pipeline of Santa Anita Park Race Track in
Arcadia Cali, its infrastructure of twelve step programs and its
network to deny, impeded my education, countless employment
opportunities and in 2001, on such disability at 41 years of age
and in the “protected class,” at the time having Hep C genotype
1A and 1B, a chronic life-threatening illness, I was evicted from
the Glendale YMCA, Glendale Cali for “I don’t need a reason.”
Over the last twenty years I have been homeless, brutally engaged
at every avenue of resourcefulness, and it did not happen, is not
happing and will not happen otherwise other than of the metric
identities discussed in this report. Proximal adjacent is with
libido offense, a determined effort to cause a “disease” of
existence and to trigger premature reactionary into drugs,
alcohol and or even suicide and or the harm of another.
Premeditation is to start, cause a problem, unprovoked and unjust
attacks to disposition psychological, emotional state of fight or
flight. Surveillance of interim is relentless and priori
infiltration with conspiracy is continuous, particular at where I
may need food, denying clothing and shelter.
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GRIEVOUS HATE CRIMES AND HARMS
The Narrative to the Department of Justice and The FBI has three
previous documents. Name, Identity, Meaning of the consensus that
has been of unjust and unprovoked attacks and at where I am in
context of drug addicts, alcoholics, persons with emotional
illness and of homelessness, Gas-lighting, this has been
perpetuated since childhood and networked for decades. Occupation
of proximity, adjacent opportunities and pipelines of resources
is inundated with stimuli to cause “dis ease,” delay, impeded,
sanitize and trigger premature reaction to indoctrinate
emotional, psychological and physiological unrest:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2018/08/doj.pdf
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2020/08/report.pdf
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2020/09/report_2.pdf
Stimuli to cause fatigue, trigger events, cause exclusions and
with relentless approach, accosts and of to cause emotional,
physical and or psychological unrest is when resources,
resourcefulness is impeded and denied; public transportation,
places to buy food, any and all opportunity, I am attacked
without provocation and with profound term; brutality and of
constant injustices, there is priori and conspiracy to taint and
conflagrate normal human rapport and relations.
Proximity is adjacent with hostilities, instigation that has
caused the multiple jobs lost, reduced to eating out of garbage
bins at interim, homeless since 2001 and placed on disability in
July of 1989 for being “Unemployable,” I have not been able to
succeed, get an education, sustain employment and live off the
street because of the injustices and unprovoked attacks that
originate and are discussed in the Abstract.
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GREYS ANATOMY “Into You Like A Train”
In 1994, the proximal stimuli that exists to this day
is to cause incident. Then orchestrated in the Pasadena
Central Library, Pasadena Cali, disposition is
positioned in my environments to compromise them, an
adjacent proximity occupation to stimulate, cause and
trigger confrontation aligned with relentless
agitations: contraband tossed at convenience of my
routes.
Taken to Edgemont Hospital in Hollywood CA from
Pasadena Central Library on a 5150, I was plied with
psychiatric meds; losing discretion, the criminal
infrastructure indoctrinated substance abuse, a
stabbing and with multiple incidents relative to the
contraction of Hep C in Arcadia Cali at the Huntington
Downs, in a Townhome, I had unprotected sex with Susan
Richardson – a person positioned to target me and
infect me from metrics discussed in Abstract. At the
time, I had written lyrics to a song “Begging For A C,”
and this is a recurring pattern at any and all avenue
to better myself, these unprovoked and even lifethreatening attacks are manifest.
Getting Hep C genotype 1A and 1B from unprotected sex
with her while she was menstruating, she was positioned
at an Andy Kamps bar in Arcadia Cali then and
incidental to the local area music and TV elements, AA
members, and Santa Anita Park Race Track, for after
being challenged at Pasadena City College, those
accost, my education was disrupted, so I bought a
guitar.
Writing extensively:
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https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2020/09/games
tudio-1.pdf
The second script CADAVER was stolen and developed into
the SCREAM franchise from a fifty thousand dollar
payment that I had not seen a dime of. Nathan Kohane
had called me from International Creative Management in
Beverly Hills and asked me to drop off my first six
spec scripts, which I have Copyright on, so they can be
retrieved. At a time, proving top rate competencies,
writing tv specs, one a comparison to an award-winning
episode called GREYS ANATOMY “Into You Like A Train,” I
wrote GREYS ANATOME “Out TO Get Us.”
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2017/11/outto
getus.pdf
Buying food, the park, public transportation, my
attempt to work with Uber, metrics discussed rammed my
Uber/Getaround car on May 14th 2019! Paragon Subrogation
Services, Inc: P.O. Box 3757 Chatsworth, Ca 91313-3757
was retained by James River Insurance Company, and
there has been no narrative from them since a snail on
Feb 13 2020.
Rover.com, my gigging was infiltrated there, not
allowing me to house-sit, and to this day, I am
accosted with threat of violent attacks by a parade
pathology walking their dogs in context. Every and all
pathways are inundated and with direct confrontations!
Hostile patterns to accost a “Into you Like A Train” is
to destroy the quality of my life and while being
homeless since 2001: disrupt and dismantle my healthcare, cause sickness, yet It is I, after two
Peginterferon, Ribavirin 48 week treatments and
relapses that had went to a Gilead Clinical. I was the
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only one of the fifteen hundred that achieved Sustained
Virological Response, the cure to Hep C and on the
forefront in 2012!
I was also hit by a car in 1991 when I got Hep C,
fracturing my left knee! Later, I also did a Total Knee
replacement, on the streets, still homeless and while
brutally and relentlessly engaged! Yet again, sadly at
the Royal Palms, in Glendale Cali convalescencing, they
deliberately froze my knee to indoctrinate opiates, and
recently fighting to get a colon screen, as the MD, one
I was switched to from my Primary Doctor’s referral,
his very own physician, this other one tried to get me
to have a Psychiatric eval first, my third colon
screen! A year later, another doctor in Glendale Cali
removed two polyps, did an endoscopy – took a biopsy,
treated for the bacteria and am taking meds for GERD
now.
Withholding records in a loop at where I had not been
informed of my stomach bacteria five years prior,
reason Metro Drivers shake buses to indoctrinate
sickness ideation; either that, they slam the doors in
my face, drive erratically, let me off in wrong spots
and or before an obstacle: particular now with 187
Foothill Transit, I am not an anonymous rider. I am
targeted and attacked by driver and with infrastructure
of patron, bizarrely expressing gratitude upon exiting
and a constant proximal agitator. Again, all avenues or
resources are compromised – public transportation too.
These metrics discussed are not observable by others,
so they are acting criminally towards me exckusively!

WHERE’S THE SOLUTION
Again, the maid at Epic Insurance in Pasadena Cali
leaves conspicuous toilet paper for my convenienc. I
use Wet Ones, have hydrogen peroxide to dilute water:
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not using paper to clean my anus in the streets! The
network of these maids, gardeners and relatives have
stolen my food and clothing, book bag with tech in it,
mentioning the March 9th theft of my iPhone, strong arm
brazen robbery on cam about 4PM on LA Chinatown Metro
Goldline platform – post complaint to LAPD! Though, the
assailant lied in wait, stalked and attacked!
Now, being homeless during a Global Pandemic is a
challenge, but being put on disability in 1989 a
profound fail, and being put on the street in 2001 for
“I don’t need a reason,” how can I not expect that
there is a solution hidden in context and that it
involves property to me, considering my father was a
rapist that created a culture of lies and my mother a
networked maid with an criminal infrastructure of the
unsavory?
More, how can I not expect an Obstruction of Justice if
all one had to do was a reasonable audit and inquiry of
my pipeline history and proximal existence to isolate,
classify and define metrics of these narratives to the
Department of Justice and the Federal Bureau of
Investigation?

VIOLENCE, SEXUAL ASSAULT
Proximal, adjacent is a constant disruption of what I may desire.
Violent attacks, a stabbing, fractured at left bicep to get me on
opiates, many times contraband is tossed in my path: exclusions
and homelessness - impediment to use any and all resourcefulness;
public transportation is infiltrated to molest emotional
instability and post fatigue stimuli to trigger a catastrophic
event. Always out of consensus as to who I am versus this
alignment with drug addicts, alcoholics, homeless people on
fringes, unprovoked narratives of emotional problems and a
constant pedophile, Arcadia Cali is infamous with the exclusions,
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dating back 45 years of oppression and abuses and that are
clarified in Reports:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2018/08/doj.pdf
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2020/08/report.pdf
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2020/09/report_2.pdf
I can work! Make a $100 a day! Get off the street, yet on May
14th, 2019, post a multitude of criminal, unjust, unprovoked
attacks, all interlinked and connected for decades, this woman
torpedoes my Uber/Getaround vehicle:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2019/10/unnamed-5.jpg
Through-out my Uber experience, I was navigated into very
difficult areas and the people that occupied the car were
actually offensive by libido. Here is the Police Report of May
14, 2019:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2019/10/unnamed-1.jpg
With the following Jay Walking ticket, third of such targeting
and of a deliberate offense against me, all is verifiable to its
interconnectedness! Here is the ticket that unjustly cost me
$230.00:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2019/09/file-1.jpeg

INFECTIING WITH BLOODBORNE PATHOGEN
As discussed in previous Reports:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2018/08/doj.pdf
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2020/08/report.pdf
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2020/09/report_2.pdf
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Arcadia Cali has been relentless since 1975 with recent
exclusions of Golds Gym, Westfield Mall, 24 Hour
Fitness, Central Library and this summer in Arcadia
County Park during the pandemic, a parade of criminal
pathology and accost, violating social distance,
proximal positioning and to indoctrinate by sanitizing
after to trigger, Pedophilia has been directed at where
I may advance a Tai Chi form. Being a very skilled
practitioner with heightened sensory acuity,
psychological and emotion cultivation from this “sense
of enemy” for two decades now, there is criminal
pathology to accost from surveillance of a pedophile
predator to obstruct cognitive and stimulate a fight or
flight emotional state.
The infrastructure and networking of Maids, Gardeners,
Construction workers, retail employees and its pipeline
of twelve step programs will infiltrate, cause incident
and many times exclusion. Thefts, violent attacks,
exclusions, homelessness, the torpedo of my
Uber/Getaround car, being put on disability in 1989,
the list is quite lengthy. However, it is my actions,
after two Interferon and Ribavirin 48 week relapses,
the one of the 1’500 in a Gilead Clinical that lead the
cure Hep C in 2012:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2020/12/20201
217_093842-1-2.jpg
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2020/12/captu
red.jpg
SURVEILLANCE AND SABOTAGE
After I had written six screenplays, Nathan Kohane, a
Motion Picture Producer had called me from the office
of International Creative Management in Beverly Hills
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California, and asked me to drop them off in 1996, and
I did:
•
•
•
•
•
•

BLIGHT NEIGHTBOR PAu001921598
CADAVER PAu001989752
FETCH PAu002093489
THE DEVIL'S WORKSHOP PAu002152986
UN CUCHILLO EN EL CORAZONE PAu002130342
UPSHOT PAu002179560

The second one was fleeced, sold for 50k, in this
pipeline of a long-term grievous Human and Civil rights
violations with hate crimes: Wes Craven/Harvey
Weinstein, indications are that they re-wrote Cadaver
into the "Scream" franchise. Later, I took its
template, studied all great horror pics and wrote ALIEN
NINJA AKUMA: The Hanna Mask, now a constant replication
of its content by security guards to let off alarms, LA
Central Library ridiculous on that one, and the
proximal consumption of food that is offensive from
libido root is a deliberate attack by this predator.
screenplay =>
https://lnkd.in/gjm-k5V
Synopsis=>
https://lnkd.in/gRWzvpb

All Name, Identity, Meaning has been at every juncture,
any opportunity to enhance myself, benefit and to
succeed in any way has been attacked, sabotaged and
with surveillance to disposition into self-destruction,
all is inundated with the isolated, classified and
defined metrics discussed in these narratives to DOJ
and FBI:
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https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2018/08/doj.pdf
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2020/08/report.pdf
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2020/09/report_2.pdf

SUMMARY
Countless times, I have been pigeon-holed into an out
of consensus of who I am, as my first name is Edward,
middle Charles, but the McCready, this is who everyone
else is! From my father shaking his head at me, my
stepmother too, pathological criminal pipelines,
relentless proximal occupation of the homeless, drug
addicts, alcoholics, ones with emotional problems to
the agi of libido, the stalking, picking of fights to
cause incidents to exclude from food, clothing and
shelter is all interconnected to data in Abstract and
an infrastructure of deliberate criminal
misinformation for profit and power.

Human, Civil Rights Violations with Hate Crimes
Saturday, April 10th 2021, like every Holiday, resource or
quality of life benefit, I am challenged by this
unprovoked criminal proximity that has a long list of
crimes, this person =>
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/04/estr.
jpg
Lied in wait, later entered my barricaded area,
threatened to “cut you” and brandished a knife, or
today, at 4:55 AM at local definition, countless thefts
of all my cloths, food – this never-ending criminal
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metric, deliberate – hostile to indoctrinate fight or
flight, inflict emotional injury and while Gas Lighting
my pipeline trajectories to cause problems, here is
what is presented =>
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/04/stalk
.jpg
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